
MOBO MAX™



WE
MOVE
YOU.



MOBO MAX is the most efficient 
and effective mobility tool on 
the market.

Reduce muscle tension and 
stress anytime, anywhere. The 
supremely versatile MOBO MAX 
helps you reach sore, tight 
muscles at home, at the office, 
and on the go.



WHAT CAN 
MOBO MAX 
DO FOR 
YOU?



EFFECTIVE RELIEF
Between visits to your 
chiropractor, massage therapist, 
and physical therapist, MOBO 
MAX provides daily maintenance 
that relieves tension, addresses 
problem areas, and aids in 
recovery.

TARGET PROBLEM AREAS
No matter if it’s a hard-to-reach 
area, limited range of motion, or a 
tense / sore spot that’s giving you 
trouble, MOBO MAX is designed to 
get into myriad muscles quickly 
and effectively. 

UNLOCK MOBILITY
When it comes to releasing 
tightened muscles and improving 
fascia health, hitting the right spot 
is paramount. With adjustable 
rollers and end caps that get into 
hard-to-reach locations, you 
can look forward to head-to-toe 
improvement in overall mobility 
and movement.

Your Mobility Solution.

Simplified.



CONFIGURE 
THE MOBO MAX 
TO FIT YOUR 
NEEDS.



THREE CONFIGURATIONS
The MOBO MAX rollers can be quickly positioned 
into three unique configurations to perform a 
wide variety of releases on the body. In addition 
to the rollers performing simple massage, the 
bar in conjunction with the end caps allows for 
Press & Move techniques that target hard-to-
reach areas like the Front Hip, Chest, and Upper 
Traps like no other device can.

ALL YOUR FAVORITE MOBILITY TOOLS IN ONE
MOBO MAX replaces foam rollers, massage 
sticks, mobility peanuts, trigger point balls, 
and more, while also delivering deeper, more 
targeted relief than other tools on the market.

MADE FROM 100% RECYCLABLE MATERIALS
The airplane-grade aluminum, 17.5-inch bar 
features roller-positioning buttons. 
Real beech wood rollers display a 
natural variety of color, tint, and 
wood grain. The end-caps are 
made from natural rubber that 
is latex-free and non-allergenic. 
And the advanced-level blue bands 
are made of a non-allergenic, thermoplastic 
rubber. The length of the bar, dimensions 
of the rollers, and size of the end caps were 
determined through serious product testing by 
professionals.



A MOBILITY TOOL THAT 
WORKS AS HARD AS 
YOU DO.

MOBO MAX delivers 
therapeutic-level results 
by combining smart 
mobility techniques and 
programming.

PRESS & MOVE
Perform Press & Move therapeutic exercises 
against the wall on your Chest, Upper Traps, 
Front Hip, Side Hip, Glutes, and more.



ROLLING
Apply the right amount of compression when 
rolling your Quads, Head and Neck, T-Spine, and 
more.

ANCHOR & ROLL
Use leverage to adjust pressure while rolling 
your Hamstrings, Calves, Lower Legs, IT Band, 
and more.



HIT THE 
AREAS 
MOST 
DEVICES 
MISS.



SMARTER MOBILITY 
FOR THE WORLD 
THAT MOVES.

MOBO EDUCATION
How do you generate better mobility to improve 
movement patterns and level up your activity? We 
combined patented techniques with an education 
team led by experts who are life-long students of 
human movement and how it impacts a better human 
experience. So, in addition to a supremely effective 
tool, you get the support and expertise needed to use it 
efficiently. In short, we’ve got you covered.

Power3 RELEASES
Target specific areas with a series of 3 releases designed to address the most common 
mobility problems in key muscle groups.

Power3 - Hip
Targets better hip, 
lower core, and low back 
management.

 zFront Hip
 zSide Hip
 zGlute

Power3 - Shoulder
Targets shoulder, upper 
core, and upper extremity 
mobility.

 zChest
 zUpper Trap
 zHead and Neck

Power3 - Ankle
Targets ankle mobility 
and full-body movement 
from the ground up.

 zCalf
 zFoot
 zOuter Lower Leg

Power3 - Low Back
Targets better low back 
stability and support.

 zFront Hip
 zGlute
 zHamstring




